Cystoscopy is changing.
PrimeSight™ helps you achieve more with less.
»»Increased capacity with less endoscopes
»»Increased productivity with less wasted time
»»Increased sterility with less complexity

Increased Capacity // Less Cystoscopes
The demand for cystoscopy has never been greater. So, how does a busy urology facility keep up?
With the PrimeSight™ system, the answer isn’t more scopes or more staff. Instead, PrimeSight offers
triple the procedure capacity of conventional systems, allowing you to do more with less.

»» Easily Increase Your Capacity
Adding three procedures a day results in nearly
$200,000 more in annual revenue. Would you like to
add even more? With PrimeSight, it’s possible.

»» Less Capital and Service Costs
One PrimeSight cystoscope replaces three
conventional cystoscopes providing significant capital
savings and a reduction in ongoing service costs.
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Increased Productivity // Less Wasted Time
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Are your cystoscopes always in reprocessing when you need them? Do you transport dirty scopes
because your facility isn’t equipped to deal with conventional reprocessing? It doesn’t have to be this
way. The PrimeSight system facilitates quick and easy reprocessing between cases without the need
for high level disinfection (HLD) or an automated endoscope reprocessor.
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»» Boost Staff Productivity
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The PrimeSight system saves about 30 minutes
per cystoscope in reprocessing time. With less staff
time needed for reprocessing, you can reallocate
resources to more patient-centric activities such as
room turnover and patient intake.

»» Less Delays and Wasted Time
With the PrimeSight system, lengthy reprocessing
won’t slow you down. Instead reprocessing
between cases takes mere minutes and can be
completed in virtually any facility. So, it’s easy to
stack procedures or add last-minute cases.

Increased Sterility // Less Complexity
Endoscope safety continues to make headlines. In fact, inadequate cleaning of flexible endoscopes
is consistently one of the top 10 Health Technology Hazards cited by the ECRI Institute.2 Even careful
adherence to reprocessing guidelines for sterilization or high level disinfection does not guarantee
safety.3 The EndoSheath® protective barrier addresses these issues head-on by providing a sterile,
single-use solution that is FDA-cleared and included in the 2015 ANSI/AAMI National Standards
on Endoscope Reprocessing in Health Care Facilities.4

»» A Proven, Sterile Solution
EndoSheath is proven effective as a microbial
barrier against organisms as small as 27
nanometers per FDA guidance and testing. In
25 years of clinical use, there has never been
a reported case of patient-to-patient cross
contamination.

»» Compliance With Less Complexity
The channel, seals and ports are part of the sterile,
single-use EndoSheath. Instead of cleaning, flushing
and disinfecting these hard-to-clean areas, you
simply replace them. With fewer reprocessing steps
and less chemical exposure, EndoSheath makes
compliance easier on your practice and staff.

Sterile Cystoscopy Solution for Every Patient

The single-use EndoSheath protective
barrier includes the channel, ports, and
seals. EndoSheath is used with the
D-shaped PrimeSight cystoscope.

Prior to each procedure, the PrimeSight
cystoscope is inserted into the sterile
EndoSheath barrier. Together they form
a fully functional cystoscopy system.
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The Innovative PrimeSight™ System
The PrimeSight System offers the convenience and safety of a disposable along with the superior
functionality of a reusable. The urology line includes PrimeSight fiberoptic and video cystoscopes,
the single-use EndoSheath® protective barrier, and a variety of peripherals.

PrimeSight™ Cystoscopes

EndoSheath® Protective Barrier

PrimeSight™ Digital Processing Unit

»»Uniquely designed for use with

»»Available exclusively for PrimeSight systems
»»Sterile barrier, channel, ports, and seal for

»»Compact, all-in-one system is easily transported

the EndoSheath protective barrier

»»Fiberoptic or video-based
»»Standard or intuitive articulation

every case

»»Two channel size options: 1.5mm for diagnostic
or 2.1mm for a full range of procedures

»»Eliminates the need for HLD between patients

between exam rooms and facilities

»»Full screen, vibrant CCD-based imaging with
integrated illumination and LCD display

»»Video & audio recording, review, and archive
»»Workflow simplicity tools such as Patient Day List
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